
Most available wound cleanser options force 
health-care professionals and patients to com-
promise. Finding the right balance between com-
peting factors and products can be a challenge. 
When the safest options are not used, patients 
are not proactively protected from their pre-
disposed risk of infection, which can result in 
infection and/or delayed wound closure. Vashe 
wound cleansing solutions offer clinicians an 
option that is safe and effective, removing the 
need for compromise. 

Vashe Wound Solution and Pure 
Hypochlorous Acid 
Wound pH change is a gradual process; pH in 
the wound bed changes slowly via surface effect. 
Vashe Wound Solution contains 0.033% hypo-
chlorous acid (pHA) as an antimicrobial preserv-
ative. pHA is a natural molecule with a pH of 3.5 
to 5.5, a range that helps wound healing. Vashe 
has created an electromechanical manufactur-
ing process that ensures the molecule remains 
stable within that range over the course of the 
cleanser’s shelf life. Whereas cleansers without 
pHA may by cytotoxic, particularly if they con-
tain hypochlorite (present in Dakin’s solution), 
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Figure 1. Oxidative Burst Pathway



pHA cleanser (Vashe) is non-toxic to tissues. This 
means patients are not sacrificing the key cells 
necessary to promote healing of their skin and 
closure of their wound.

The body finds hypochlorous acid at 300 parts 
per million, which is the level present in Vashe 
(i.e., it mimics the normal pH of healthy human 
skin and encourages the natural immune system 
response, see Figure 1). Because it creates the 
same molecule to kill germs that invade tissue, 
it’s managed by the tissue protective systems 
that keep hypochlorous toxicity low. 

The acidic pH is also hostile to pathogens and 
biofilm. Vashe stimulates fibroblast proliferation 
to penetrate and remove biofilm that is 24–48 
hours old (MRSA, E. coli, C. albicans) in a matter 
of minutes. 

International consensus guidelines on wound 
infection (IWII, 2022)1 and a recent consensus 
publication in the journal Wound Repair and 
Regeneration2 recommend the use of hypochlor-
ous acid-based cleansers due to the high margin 
of product safety; it is far less toxic to wound 
cells than it is to germs. Using pHA to address 
biofilm using non-cytotoxic, topical antimicrob-
ials promotes the body’s natural inflammatory 
and immune responses, as well as keratinocyte 
and fibroblast migration. 

Why pH Matters: The Role of pH in 
Chronic Wounds and Solutions
The presence of biofilms, proteases, defective 
extra-cellular matrix and changing pH make 
wound healing difficult. Micro-organisms thrive 
in high-pH environments (pH ~7–9), meaning 
that increased pH levels in the wound bed can 
lead to increased biofilm development. Targeting 
the pH and making the wound environment 
acidic can therefore benefit the healing process.

As chronic wounds heal, the wound pH decreases 
significantly. As the wound continues through 
the healing process, there is protease activity 
and oxygen release, reduced toxicity of bacterial 
end products, enhanced destruction of abnormal 
collagen, angiogenesis, increased macrophage 
and fibroblast activity, and control of enzyme 
activity. While other wound cleansers do address 
bacteria, they are not creating an environment 
for wound healing (see Figure 2). 

Key Take-away Points
• Vashe Wound Solution offers the best results 

for safety and efficacy.
• Vashe Wound Solution’s superiority is driven by 

a pH associated with optimal wound healing 
and a robust innate immunity system.
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Figure 2. Vashe® Mimics Natural Skin pH
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